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BASIC FUNCTIONS:
Power-ON:
Press and hold ‘Function’ wheel AND the ‘Intercom’ button until the (Main) LED indicator flashes blue.
Power-OFF:
Press and hold ‘Function’ wheel AND the ‘Intercom’ button until the (Main) LED indicator flashes red.
Function Channel Pairing: (these are not technical terms, just terms we use to identify each connection)
Press and hold the ‘Function’ wheel to start searching sequence (fast Red/Blue flash).
Intercom Channel Pairing: (these are not technical terms, just terms we use to identify each connection)
Press and hold the ‘Intercom’ button to start searching sequence (slow Red/Blue flash).
Volume Up:
Rotate ’Function’ wheel anti-clockwise to raise the volume.
Volume Down:
Rotate ’Function’ wheel clockwise to lower the volume.
Reset Pairings:
Use a pen to press the dimple below the charging port until you feel a “click”.
CONNECTION INDICATION:
When there is a blue light in the connection indication crescent, this means the units are paired and connected.

MODULAR PAIRING SEQUENCE
‘A Unit’

‘M Unit’

‘B Unit’

THE ‘M’ (MASTER) UNIT SHOULD ALWAYS BE IN THE CENTER OF THE ‘CHAIN’
(As displayed above, the A unit is connected to the M unit, which is then connected to the B unit this ensures that there is equal distance between the first unit, Master
unit and last unit).

CONNECTING TWO UNITS:

A Unit - Press and hold the ‘Intercom’ button (slow Red/Blue flash).
M Unit - Press and hold the ‘Function Wheel’ button (fast Red/Blue flash).
‘A Unit’ and ‘M Unit’ will pair within 10 seconds and be connected for audio.
CONNECTING A THIRD OR FORTH UNIT, TURN OFF THE PREVIOUSLY PAIRED UNIT(S) from the above sequence:
M Unit - Press and hold the ‘Intercom’ button (slow Red/Blue flash).
B Unit - Press and hold the ‘Function Wheel’ button (Fast Red/Blue flash).
‘M Unit’ and ‘B Unit’ are now paired and connected.
To connect more units (up to six) just repeat the above sequence, turning off the previously paired unit to make a “Daisy Chain” of connections.

Wait
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Once paired, turn OFF all the units. To turn ON, follow this sequence:
Turn ON the M, A & B units, wait 10 seconds, press the INTERCOM button Once on the M unit.
Wait until all the lights are pulsing Blue. NOW turn on the 4th unit, wait 10 seconds, then
press the INTERCOM button on the 4th unit Once. Wait until it’s light is also pulsing blue. It
may take several seconds for the audio to come through the whole system, be patient. If you
get a distorted sound from the 4th unit, turn it off & on again & press the Intercom button
again. Repeat for subsequent units.

PAIRING TO GPS/PHONE
1.
2.
3.
4.

Turn your S-3 units on.
Press and hold the function button/wheel until the LED indicator is flashing red/blue alternately.
Go to your phone/GPS Bluetooth settings and search/scan for SCS S-3.
Select and pair to the S-3.

To switch between intercom (talking to rider/pillion via S-3) and your phone/GPS
(music etc) press and release the intercom button.
Switching between songs:
Previous button:
Previous Song.
Next button:
Next Song.
Note: Give the unit some time to send and receive AVRCP, if the song doesn't change instantly.
IMPORTANT:
Only use the supplied charging leads, they are slightly longer than normal USB phone chargers. Use of a standard USB phone type
charging lead can cause irreparable damage to the charging port of the S-3.
USB micro charging ports are delicate, please connect and disconnect the leads carefully to prevent damage.

SPRING CLIP INSTALLATION
1.
2.
3.

Retrieve your S-3 dock and spring clip.
Look at the bottom of the S-3 dock and notice a long slot.
Take the spring clip and push the shorter end into place firmly.

There are two rubber pads in your kit, the one with a single sticky side mounts to your dock and reduces the unit sliding when
secured with the spring clip.
The one with two sticky sides can be used to secure the dock to the helmet without the clip, but please be sure to thoroughly clean
the surface of the helmet and dock in order to get good adhesion.
There are other sundry pads & Velcro pieces to help you install the speakers and microphone into your helmet. Always make sure
that the speakers are aligned over the middle of your ear! Like a phone, even a few millimetres off centre can make a massive
difference to your audibility.
Slide the microphone cover off so you can see the little hole is pointing toward your mouth, then re-fit the cover.
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